Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first, using the word given. Use between TWO and FIVE words.

1. My boyfriend really likes football and never misses a match. (CRAZY)
   My boyfriend ______________________ football and never misses a match.
2. The beach is close to the hotel so we can walk there. (FOOT)
   The beach is close to the hotel so we can ______________________.
3. I hope you find a solution to the problem. (SUCCEED)
   I hope you ______________________ a solution to the problem.
4. I enjoyed myself at your birthday party. (FUN)
   I ______________________ at your birthday party.
5. We will drive to Southampton this weekend. (CAR)
   We will ______________________ this weekend.
6. After the play, they introduced us to the actors. (WE)
   After the play, ______________________ to the actors.
7. Nobody can do all that work in a single day. (CAPABLE)
   Nobody ______________________ all that work in a single day.
8. I played hockey all day when I was young. (USED)
   I ______________________ hockey all day when I was young.
9. I like to watch the planes leave the ground. (OFF)
   I like to watch the planes ______________________.
10. I am not interested in what you are thinking. (CARE)
    I ______________________ what you are thinking.
11. Would you like to watch TV? (FEEL)
    Do you ______________________ TV?
12. Did they give you a map of the city? (PROVIDE)
    Did they ______________________ a map of the city?
13. Our English and German teachers are husband and wife. (MARRIED)
    Our English teacher ______________________ our German teacher.
14. Young children love watching animated films. (POPULAR)
    Animated films ______________________ young children.
15. My sister doesn't like watching sports programmes on TV. (KEEN)
    My sister ______________________ watching sports programmes on TV.
16. Be careful when you leave the bus. (OFF)
    Be careful when you ______________________ the bus.
KEY

1. My boyfriend really likes football and never misses a match. *(CRAZY)*
   My boyfriend *is crazy about* football and never misses a match.
2. The beach is close to the hotel so we can walk there. *(FOOT)*
   The beach is close to the hotel so we can *go on foot*.
3. I hope you find a solution to the problem. *(SUCCEED)*
   I hope you *succeed in finding* a solution to the problem.
4. I enjoyed myself at your birthday party. *(FUN)*
   I *had fun* at your birthday party.
5. We will drive to Southampton this weekend. *(CAR)*
   We will *go to Southampton by car* this weekend.
6. After the play, they introduced us to the actors. *(WE)*
   After the play, *we were introduced* to the actors.
7. Nobody can do all that work in a single day. *(CAPABLE)*
   Nobody *is capable of doing* all that work in a single day.
8. I played hockey all day when I was young. *(USED)*
   I *used to play* hockey all day when I was young.
9. I like to watch the planes leave the ground. *(OFF)*
   I like to watch the planes *take off*.
10. I am not interested in what you are thinking. *(CARE)*
    I *don't care about* what you are thinking.
11. Would you like to watch TV? *(FEEL)*
    Do you *feel like watching* TV?
12. Did they give you a map of the city? *(PROVIDE)*
    Did they *provide you with* a map of the city?
13. Our English and German teachers are husband and wife. *(MARRIED)*
    Our English teacher *is married to* our German teacher.
14. Young children love watching animated films. *(POPULAR)*
    Animated films *are popular among* young children.
15. My sister doesn't like watching sports programmes on TV. *(KEEN)*
    My sister *isn't keen on* watching sports programmes on TV.
16. Be careful when you leave the bus. *(OFF)*
    Be careful when you *get off* the bus.